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Abstrat. Threshold Cryptography (distributed key splitting) is tra-

ditionally employed as means to preserve the whole key against om-

promise, i.e., for risk redution (oping with memory ompromise) and

availability (oping with denial of servie). Reently, some funtionality

of splitting keys has been shown to be useful beyond preservation, yield-

ing a small number of high-seurity, server-related appliations. How-

ever, the business appliations and market appliability of splitting keys

is still not realized or analyzed. The goal of this position paper is to put

forth the thesis that the full power of threshold ryptography as a useful

and attrative tool is going to be unleashed only if the ability to split

keys is given to end users (the masses). More spei�ally, we laim that

threshold ryptographi operations (e.g. splitting a key) together with

user apability to delegate (whih we view as a neessary extension of

PKI) should be part of the suite of operations available to end-users of a

PKI (e.g., embedded in user rypto-APIs / user smartards). This new

tool (\split and delegate") will enable exible key management at the

user level, in ontrast with the traditional rigidity of PKI. We note that

threshold ryptography is urrently mainly an idea and still not in the

market (though some ompanies do o�er split key in hardware or soft-

ware). We believe that the eonomi value of the suggested user-based

appliations will be the entral driving fore behind any market adoption

of threshold ryptography. We give an analysis of the potential business

and of market penetration senarios (suh business analysis of suggested

new ryptographi appliations is often done but rarely published).

Key words: PKI, appliations, enabling tehnology, user Crypto-API, smart-

ard, threshold ryptography, splitting keys, delegation, business analysis, mar-

ket penetration.

1 Introdution

All available seurity tehnology manages the relation between some lass of

serets and some lass of truth. It is the mapping between serets and truth

that determines all other harateristis of the partiular regime. Publi Key

Infrastruture (PKI) is the generi ath-all phrase for the apparatus of seurity

by way of publi key tehnology. This publi key tehnology reates an asym-

metry of keys: a private key half and its orresponding publi key half. PKI, in
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fat, is about managing the promisuous distribution of the publi half of keys

and the haste protetion of the private halves. Virtually all PKI's osts are

inurred during veri�ation of the validity (un-revoked status) of a key already

in irulation.

Threshold ryptography takes this notion of key halves further and splits the

private key-half into fragments and distributes those fragments amongst di�er-

ent holders. Its �rst re�nement, quorumed fragmentation, mitigates the osts

of high availability for the fragments as only m-of-n fragments are olletively

neessary to rereate the original key. One's ost-bene�t-risk tradeo� is between

omplexi�ed key (fragment) management and the omplexi�ed barriers a de-

frauder must overome. Putting it di�erently, quorumed key fragmentation is at

one the most powerful urrent design weapon against both single ator fraud

and single ator denial of servie.

Or so the story has been told. As always, seurity tehnology is ost-dominated

whenever it is onstrued as a disabling (protetive) tehnology, by whih we mean

a tehnology whose prinipal ontribution is that of disabling something (an at-

tak) or someone (an attaker). A disabling tehnology returns nothing of value,

per se. Rather it is a tax on produtivity, hard to justify as an ROI (return on

investment) proposition, and likely to be resisted unless the tax an be �nely

subdivided suh as in a transation oriented environment. When a tehnology

an only be desribed as a disabling tehnology, even the best example of it will

rarely �nd a market. In the ase of quorumed key fragmentation, it has (had)

no apparent use exept for the most prinipled ertifying authorities (CAs) [6℄

and servers of similar sensitivity (esrow ageny [6℄, internal CA organization

[15℄, tallying authority [4℄, proxy signing or enryption server [2, 18℄) { in total

a seemingly tiny market By ontrast, an enthusiasti demand pull requires a fo-

us on enablement, not disablement { a demonstrated reason to buy, a positive

ROI that does not depend on avoiding situations you would not want even to

simulate. Indeed, key fragmentation has been reently added as a apability of a

hardware or a software module by some ompanies, though still for the purpose

of disabling advaned attaks. The question, then, is whether it an be made a

entrum for an enabling tehnology and thus be attrative in the business world.

Cryptographi tehnology is made available within some systems (based on

some initial belief of its appliability) and is not made available with other sys-

tems (based on a some initial belief in its inability to ontribute). Our goal in

investigating threshold ryptography as an enabling tehnology is to look at the

business ase of embedding this tehnology within various APIs and platforms, a

fous too often ignored when ryptographi tehnologies are �rst implemented.

Exatly where threshold ryptography is made available has major impliations

on its appliability sine the availability and durability of ode within an arhi-

teture, and to whih entities it is given, is ruial and lasting as is argued in

[20℄.

We posit that key fragmentation has a wealth of appliation outside of highly

proteted servies suh as root CAs, but this obtains if and only if the fragments

an be arranged to not omplexify key management but merely extend the ap-

pliability of ryptographially sophistiated means. This paradoxial result de-

pends on overturning the onventional formulation of a publi key hierarhy suh

that many osts of a general purpose PKI an be avoided, espeially those that

are due to the rigors of stranger-to-stranger introdution by third parties and

the omplexity osts of ensuring that all onsumers of redentials are equally

informed of revoked identities. This overturning may be essential in any ase

as, perversely, the proedural omplexity of absolute key validation (by way of

revoation testing) rises as the square of the distane from the root the subjet
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key is positioned even though the further the key is from the root the less im-

portant its protetion is likely to be as a pratial matter. This is a omplexity

ost that runs in preisely the wrong diretion and it will defeat eonomi ap-

pliation of publi key ryptography as it is presently de�ned. PKI omponents

are not now, and we argue annot beome, a proletarian ommonplae unless

these omplexity osts are mitigated.

We begin with an idea on that narrow point. A erti�ate is a �le format in

whih to bind a veri�er to an assertion, that is, the publi key half to the so-

alled "DN" or "Distinguished Name" (along with various administrative details

we set aside for the moment). A erti�ate delares that, at suh and suh a time,

the Issuer ommitted itself to the binding by jointly signing the DN and the key

half (at least) with the Issuer's own (private) key.

The X.509 standard posits a hierarhy of ertifying authorities, eah issuing

key-to-DN bindings and eah, in turn, erti�ed by its upstream CA, exepting

the "root CA" whose erti�ate, like Napolean's sovereignty, is self prolaimed.

Yet, there is nothing inherently hierarhi about erti�ate issuane; hierarhy

is only an issue in veri�ation, both as to a hain of signatures upward to a

root and as a soure of evidene that those signatures are made in keys as yet

un-revoked. It reets the hierarhi interplay of power and of risk. A erti�ate

itself an, in priniple, be reated by anyone; it is only virginal thinking that

has lead us to hierarhi PKIs. It is only our lak of imagination that has made

personal identity heks relative to some ertifying authority the bulk of PKI's

design fous and of erti�ate traÆ. In fat, the PGP approah [16℄ and the

SPKI/SDSI [11℄ approahes to PKI allow everyone, in some sense, to be a CA.

So, relax your presumptions for a few minutes. Put a CA in your wallet. Run

it on a smartard, a PDA, or something hybrid. Generate keys and split them.

Issue erti�ates as you will. Delegate to others what you would have them do

for you (i.e., split-and-delegate). Make the everyday use of PK tehnology one

that begins with a personal CA and ows outward by having other authorities

aept and endorse what the individual has emitted rather than have remote

authorities issue you erti�ates or, worse, issue both the erti�ates and the

key pairs. Invert the hierarhy, give this power to the masses.

2 Appliations of key splitting

"Threshold ryptography" is a highly developed topi, mainly for disrete-log

based systems and RSA, (in fat, we annot and do not attempt to over the

entire body of important ryptographi papers herein). The methodology was

started in [7, 3, 12, 8, 9℄ Provably seure shemes were then designed; see [6, 17℄.

Then adding adversary apabilities was onsidered in various works. Proative

systems [22℄ (and shemes in, e.g. [17, 13℄) allow the fragments to be renewed

and rerandomized whih protets even against a mobile adversary that over time

ompromises many systems' omponents. It also allows for the hanging of the

set holding fragments and resplit of keys [22, 14, 10℄.

Given the above systems, let us view the tehnology at a very high level of

funtionality whih is suÆient for appliation development. The harateristis

of any key splitting tehnology we favor are (1) that a key an be split (n-of-

n or k-of-n) and, if needful, dynamially re-split, (2) that fragmentation an

quorumed (i.e., only m-of-n fragments are needed, and any m will do), (3) that

sign/seal operations an be performed step-wise suh that asynhronously and

partially ompleted operations do not leak information, (4) that one fragment of

a multiway split an be �xed by design, (5) that a seurity kernel (ryptographi
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devie) an refuse to leak key fragments one gotten, and (6) that operations

an be assured to be orret (due to robustness) in ase parties are not trusted.

For ompleteness, we give an example (based on known tehniques) and re-

all the splitting of an RSA key into two piees. An RSA private key is an

exponent d whih is to be used over a (hashed) message M and produe a sig-

nature S = M

d

mod N (N a omposite whih is a produt of two unknown

large primes). Then we an assume that a random element g is given together

with its signature: g

d

mod N (a witness). In this ase, the owner of the key O

1

splits its key into two piees by hoosing a random element in d

1

2 [�N;N ℄

and assigning d

2

= d� d

1

. The owner then sends privately to the seond server

O

2

the value of d

1

and also publishes in publi g

d

1

mod N and g

d

2

mod N (as

part of a erti�ate of the splitting). O

2

an hek that the publi witness of

its share is atually g raised to the share. Also, everyone an hek that the

two new witnesses orrespond to a splitting of the original key by multiplying

the two new witnesses and omparing to the old publi witness. The above was

the split-and-delegate portion of the operation. Then the two parties O

1

; O

2

an

jointly sign a doument. The availability of a witness g; g

d

i

enables the server

whih applied d

i

to a new message M to prove that indeed the share d

i

was

used orretly: show that logarithm base g of g

d

i

mod N equals the logarithm

baseM ofM

d

i

mod N . This an be done using an eÆient zero-knowledge teh-

nique, whih gives the operation the robustness property without ompromising

the seurity of this signature sheme.

Note that when we split a key 2-of-2 (n-of-n), eah fragment is essential, i.e.,

if we all the fragments A, B, then a ompleted signature has embedded in itself

proof that both A and B signed or, simply, the satisfation of the logi "A and

B." If we split a key 2-of-3 (based on Shamir's polynomial based sharing, say)

and promptly sign with (additional) fragment C (whose partial signature an

be added to the �nal signature), then a ompleted signature has embedded in

itself proof that either A or B signed or, simply, the satisfation of the logi "A

or B." Ipso fato, we have the two funtions of a monotone logi, viz., AND

and OR. An n-of-n split provides AND, a 2-of-n followed by a single fragment

signature provides OR. Beause a given fragment may be further split, we an

ombine AND and OR onditions as required. In other words, the ompletion of

a ryptographi operation like a signature is, in and of itself, proof that the logi

embodied in the key splits was satis�ed whatever that may have been. That this

is largely asynhronous and fully dispersable represents a new onstrut, one

that is the basis for the laim that we have moved from protetive and stati

to syntheti and dynami uses of the tehnology of splitting keys. To laim this

result as fundamental, it is instrutive to look at some preliminary instanes of

its appliation.

We note that for some appliations, one an designate an expliit multi-

signature operation whih reognizes individual keys [3℄ and an expliit delegate

signature sheme [21℄. The di�erene between impliit key split and expliit

multi-signing was disussed in [15℄. In most of our appliations the key split-

ting approah is most suitable and easy to interfae, though in some ases a

ombination of expliit sharing and an impliit one makes sense.

So, why split keys? We show next a few examples. We start from the already

reognized appliations and move into new areas where end-users an apply the

tehnology by splitting and delegating keys. Note that we do not laim that our

appliations an only be ahieved by split-and-delegate, rather that splitting

keys (due to the exibility of ontrol it enables at the user level) aptures in a

single mehanism a vast amount of appliable proedures and proesses. Given
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this fat, the following setion suggests market and business analysis based on

these appliations.

1. CA: Loss of a Certifying Authority (CA) key is an expensive failure. Split-

ting that CA private key half as a quorum and distributing the fragments to

independent holders is the strongest risk management known for a CA { no

single bad ator then has enough authority to make a fraudulent assertion

and no single failed ator is essential enough to derail proessing. For a CA

of suÆient renown, omplexity osts are not germane sine nearly any om-

plexity ost will pale in omparison to the (reputation apital) ost of a CA

failure subsequent to loss of faith in that private key whih is truly the root

of the CA's authority. One of the early suggestion of using the tehnology

for a CA appeared in [6℄.

2. Revoation: Just as with a CA, the signature that undersores a revoation

assertion must be proteted against all attakers and is not really part of

an ordinary eonomi disussion as to means and osts. This is partiularly

relevant if, as we suppose, a root-key for a revoation hierarhy annot itself

be revoked. (The revoation of a key is always retroative to a time when

the key's protetion was known to be good hene a revoation of a signa-

ture key repudiates those signatures made sine that moment of retroativity

and, further, the assertions so signed likewise lose their validity. Sine repu-

diating a signed revoation arguably reinstates the previously revoked key,

this is a onfusing path down whih none of us will want to go.) Proteting

this un-revoable key with via fragmentation seems almost a tautologous

requirement.

3. Esrow: Keys are esrowed for two orthogonal reasons, surveillane and

data reovery. Surveillane requires that the ryptographi system have a

hole in it and an aeptable esrow system would require that that hole be

very preisely aounted for were it to be utilized. We leave the rafting of

auditable holes to politis and its desserts (where [6℄ observed that thresh-

old ryptography an be used for distributing the power of the surveillane

ageny). Data reovery is, by ontrast, nearly a universal good and a data re-

overy system would enable the very substantial rime prevention outome

of making ryptographi �lesystems the norm rather than the exeption.

Split your personal private key into a 2-of-3 quorum, retain one fragment

for your smartard in your wallet, put one fragment in your prinipal om-

puting devie (suh as your laptop) and put one fragment in the ompany

vault. If any one of these is lost the other two an ope { this overs loss

of your smartard, loss of your laptop, and your employer's interest in your

data should you expire. No one fragment is useful to anyone, so your laptop

an run a ryptographi �le system and you an still lose your smartard

without further risk either of dislosure or data loss and so forth and so on.

4. Countersignature: Split a key into a 2-of-2 quorum and half-sign with one

fragment. Keep that one fragment on your smartard and send the other

to your ountersignatory enrypted in his publi key, then send a partially

signed message to your ountersignatory without worry as to its integrity

inasmuh as integrity loss merely results in a signature that does not verify.

Substitute n-of-n should 2-of-2 be insuÆient. A proxy server signing using

this idea has been reently suggested in [2℄ { the di�erene is that the user

holds only one fragment throughout, so the revoation of this key is under

the omplete ontrol of the server.

5. Voting/ Distributed Deision: Split a key into a majority rules quorum,

say 5 of 9 for a nine person Board of Diretors, and any vote is omplete
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when 5 of 9 have signed. Sine there is nothing in the resulting signature that

reveals whose fragments were involved, this is seret voting per se whih

we onsider a feature. Note that this is "one fragment, one vote," so the

fragments an be mapped to shares as easily as heads, et. If you must have

"blak-ball" voting, use a separate key for that (or permit individuals to

"sign" with a random number thus destroying the ability of the signature

to omplete). In the latter ase, do not enfore a robustness mehanism on

individual voters: for a small (onstant) number of voting diretors, trying

all subsets (of, say, 5 of 9) is a doable omputational task. We note that using

threshold shemes for voting in the ontext of databases was suggested in

[10℄.

6. Consensus: Any n-of-n split is a onsensus requirement.

7. Notarization: If A and B need to regularly ensure that douments passing

between them are notarized, they pik a suitable notary with whom they

establish a 3-of-3 quorum. What A issues and B aepts C an notarize as

when C performs his operation a hekable signature should result. If C re-

fuses to pass the message forward absent that hek, there is no notarization

without the eletroni swearing of the two parties and no evidene of failed

attempts. Conversely, B an refuse to aept a ommuniation from A unless

A has had that ommuniation stamped by notary C before delivery to B,

something that B an hek using only B's fragment. In other words, who is

enforing for whom is tailorable.

8. O�-line deferral: Any signature with an m-of-n quorum in whih you par-

tiipate an be signed by m-1, put aside either in a �lesystem or on your

smartard, and made valid at the moment of use by ompleting the m-of-n

quorum. Where m=n, then only you an omplete it. Where m<n, any holder

of an unexerised fragment an omplete. The point is using time delay to

your advantage. A server appliation of a similar notion is the magi-ink sig-

nature idea where unblinding of a signature is time ontrolled by a quorum

[19℄.

9. Authorization: Exept in the partiular ase where "ownership" of a DN

onfers the right of itizenship, i.e., where owning a name in and of itself

onfers bene�ial rights, an identity ert onveys too little information to

manage anything; authorization information has to be added. If, however,

the newly logged-in user exhanges his identity ert for a similarly strutured

authorization redential (in pratial terms, a role-identity erti�ate), then

ordinary lients (like browsers) ould handle them transparently whilst the

server side ould rely on the lient bringing his aess ontrol list (ACL)

entry with him at request time rather than the server having to look up

a erti�ed identity on a loal subset of some global ACL. This issued-on-

demand authorization erti�ate would have a short lifetime and would be

but partially signed, i.e., it would be signed by the issuer in a fragment

of a 2-of-2 quorum one half of whih was issued to the subsriber as the

ulmination of subsription (or n-of-n for a larger group of approvers). Its

invalid-as-issued status would permit its unproteted yet safe transit through

the Internet and would relieve the authorization erti�ate server from hav-

ing to perform any authentiation of the lient. This salability advantage is

substantial and underlies the suessive designs of Kerberos, the Open Soft-

ware Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment (OSF/DCE) and

the Kerberos adaptation found in in Windows NT 5.5, et seq. In Kerberos-

speak, the presentation of an identity ert is like a tiket-granting request

and the subsequent authorization ert is like a new redential enrypted in

the session key shared between the lient and the tiket-granting servie. In
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short, the authorization ert an be issued without proof that the lient is

who he says he is { only if that fat obtains will the lient be able to omplete

the signature and ativate the authorization. The impliation that omplet-

ing the signature is an at of liability aeptane should be noted (and might

even be enoded in the data overed by the signature thereby establishing

the basis for reourse). The split signature, done on the y, an dynamially

ontrol the number and omposition of tiket granting approvers without

inreasing the omplexity of the tiket beyond that of a ert.

10. Expiry bridging: No redential should be immortal but having overlapping

redentials an be a management (synhronization) problem even though

overlap is the simplest model for avoiding servie interruption at the moment

of expiry. Sine the holder of a "before" fragment and an "after" fragment

an perform his partial signature with both fragments, were he to pass along

both results he would ensure that a redential is valid regardless of whether

the �rst partial signature was with a orresponding before or after fragment.

In this way, only the �rst holder of a hain of partial signatures need know

whih to use or, more interestingly, no one need know the moment of expiry

with any preision { this is "start using new fragment" followed by "stop

using old fragment" with as muh slop in between as is needed. Sine laptops

are notoriously time de-synhronized, this has immediate appliation.

11. Privay: I an issue redentials from my smartard CA that arry no infor-

mation other than that I issued them. These redentials an bridge between

web-of-trust models (like PGP) and hierarhi models (like X.509) inasmuh

as I an ooperate with a number of other individuals with whom I share a

web of trust. When I issue a redential, anyone who knows my publi key

out of band an, at least, verify the redential in the usual sense of erti�ate

veri�ation. In other words, sine any PK pair is a andidate for erti�ate

issuane, a PK pair in a onventional hierarhy an issue erti�ates that are

part of that hierarhy. However, if a olletion of people will issue erti�ates

for eah other based on 2-of-n splitting, a MIX network ([5℄) is used so that

all a surveiller knows is that some member of the group was vouhed for by

the group without being able to enumerate the group or identify the signers.

In this way pseudonymity an be ahieved and, for large enough groups, ef-

fetive privay as well. Note that this feature is, to some extent, onsidered

a bug by the standardizers (PKIX and X.509) who want erti�ate hains

to have additional extensions saying whether suh and suh a key has the

right to ertify others. An extension to this e�et appearing in a erti�ate

may, of ourse, be ignored but it does likely provide a genuine attempt at

risk alloation.

12. Payment: I share a 2-of-2 fragment with my preferred �nanial institution,

e.g., VISA, and issue a partially signed IOU to the merhant at point of sale.

The merhant, having done the same (shared a 2-of-2 fragment with VISA),

also partially signs. The merhant sends the order and payment information

to VISA where VISA ompletes both partial signatures. If and only if both

signatures omplete satisfatorily does the transation go through. This is

muh simpler than SET ([23℄); eah party aÆliates with VISA by giving

VISA a key fragment doubly enrypted, �rst in the private key of an aom-

panying publi key erti�ate and then in VISA's publi key. All VISA has

to do is (verify and) store these initial submissions. When a sale is made,

the ustomer and the merhant eah have to ompute one partial signature

and VISA has to ompute two, the ompletion of whih onstitutes a reeipt

for the atual funtion VISA provides, namely to buy the transational risk

from the merhant/onsumer pair for a onsideration. Compare that to the
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six erti�ates, multiple, freshly generated seret keys and over a dozen pub-

li key operations that SET requires. SET's degree of statelessness is even

maintained. In addition, there an be no mismath between order and reeipt

as the mathing operation is inherent in VISA's purhase of the transation.

13. Corporate prourement: Same as the above but with a 3-of-3 requirement

on the buyer side, i.e., orporate audit/�nane partial signature, orporate

buyer partial signature and VISA's partial signature. Sine the orporation

might prefer to have spending limits, it ould set key fragments a priori

for various spending limits and distribute these as a grant of authority to

individuals based on rank or trust. The orporate audit/�nane key fragment

might even be delegated to some partiular orporate buyers so that they

had 2-of-the-3 of the 3-of-3 quorum at the outset of the transation.

14. Automati validity heking: The priniple in payments and proure-

ment an be extended. Its rux is that validity heking is replaed by or-

ret ollaborative ompletion aording to the intent and therefore style by

whih the original key was split. Note that if I share my key with many

institutes, then I an use a pseudorandom funtion (applied to the name of

the institute) in order to determine the institute share (whih determines my

share as well in a 2-of-2 split). I an also fore more than one entity to par-

tiipate in this validity heking, where the result of validity is made known

to everyone without ompromising the distributed separation of power for

future validations.

15. Coupons: I raft a doument and ompute some operation on it suh as a

hash. This hash is �xed as (that is, it beomes) the �rst fragment of a 2-of-2

quorum. I ompute the orresponding seond fragment and use that seond

fragment to partially sign the doument. As reipient, you an ompute the

hash and, ipso fato, you an omplete the signature. The resulting dou-

ment is a validated oupon but your signing it proves that you "read" the

doument inasmuh as you had to proess it to aquire the hash. (Regardless

of whether this is 2-of-2, the main idea is that the reipient an ompute the

remaining fragment but only if he "reads" the doument he is signing.) This

does not require a erti�ate and the key fragment used for the upstream

partial signing is a throwaway. In other words, we are splitting the same key

again and again suh that the splits are unique but the veri�ation (publi)

key is onstant. The oupons are inherently use-one inasmuh as part of the

text hashed to derive the ompleting fragment an ontain a serial number

whih need be retained by the redemption enter against double spending,

and nothing more. (The tehnial binding of ontent and keys requires that

the splits are random; this implies that a random-orale hash assumption is

needed when a fragment is derived suh that many (parallel) random splits

are indeed seure (e.g. [13℄)).

16. Membership lists:We split a key muh like the above, i.e., multiple 2-of-2

splits on the same key. Eah 2-of-2 split is used to pre-sign and distribute

a doument that, in turn, bears the omputable wherewithal to omplete

the signature. The doument is a membership form and the ompletion of

the form and a signature to go with it binds the respondent to membership.

The blank form, made unique with a membership number, is distributed to

a potential member enrypted in that individual's publi key as would be

any on�dential message to a distant ounterparty. When the doument is

returned to headquarters, the omplete signature adds the individual to the

membership list. From then on, the member will partially sign (using the key

fragment he aumulated during enrollment) and send the partially signed

message to headquarters. Headquarters will omplete the signature and send
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the message on to the other members who an jointly and severally verify

the authentiity and appropriateness of the message but need only one key

to do this, i.e., the publi half orresponding to the self-same private key

that has been repeatedly split amongst members. This would, for example,

provide an automatable way to diminish spam by foring a star-patterned

routing pattern.

17. Delegation: I want to delegate something to my assistant. I split my key

into a 2-of-2 quorum, retaining fragment A and sending fragment B to my

assistant enrypted in her publi key. I send an authorization ert, partially

signed in fragment A to my assistant, possibly with a time of appliability

in the future. My assistant ompletes the signature with fragment B turn-

ing the otherwise useless proto-erti�ate into a valid erti�ate. I an do

these fragmentations on a per-use basis or I an make this fragmentation

permanent to the relationship with my assistant where she might, say, be

authorized to read and reply to my mail but not to sign my name to the

�nal budget doument. She ould, however, return the budget signed par-

tially in fragment B so that I ould, if I was satis�ed, omplete the signature

using fragment A thereby making it possible to have her return data to me

on an approval basis but with integrity protetion built in inasmuh as the

"omplete the signature" step would fail should there have been an integrity

attak. Sine sending the key fragment to my assistant requires a deryption

operation on her smartard, it ould be arranged that derypting a key in

that manner had the same "never leaves the ard" guarantees that key gen-

eration on the ard is ordinarily assumed to have. (This is a side point but

a useful primitive to insist upon when negotiating �rmware upgrades to be

installed at time of manufature.) Delegation to a distributed group of assis-

tants is possible as well. In general, delegation an be ombined with other

appliations of threshold ryptography, e.g., with server ontrolled o�-line

deferral to ontrol time, and with distributed proxy enryption [18℄ to route

enrypted data to the assistant with the delegated power.

18. Virtual orporation: A group of entities need fae-to-fae negotiation to

onsummate a deal of some sort. They meet; their respetive smart ards

hold their partiular private key-halves that permit them to link on�den-

tially (via an IPse VPN, say) to their home organizations. Another unitary

smart ard representing the virtual orporation of the moment rafts an n-

of-n quorum and distributes the fragments to eah partiipant, �rst signing

it then enrypting it in the publi key of eah partiipant so that distribu-

tion is seure, non-repudiable and spei�. That single ard also rafts an

unsplit key pair and distributes the publi half to eah partiipant. As they

work, they enrypt their traÆ in that publi key foring all traÆ to hub

through the holder of the private half. The hub logs (and signs) all traÆ

using the private key-half of the virtual orporation. Note that all traÆ

is subjeted to the derypt operation even if the result is unreadable due

to super-enryption. Suh super-enrypted traÆ (on�dential messages to

headquarters via a VPN, say) is opaque to the other partiipants but it is

still logged against the day it might beome neessary for some partiipant

to show that they had said or done thus and so at suh and suh a mo-

ment in time. At the onlusion of the deal, the ontrolling smartard is

destroyed (and with it the key it held) sealing the log for good. Sine the

deal will be signed n-of-n, the deal is non-repudiable by eah partiipant

as well as demonstratable to a third party adjudiator. If one partiipant

wishes to do so, that partiipant an also display their traÆ as sealed in

the log by demonstrating its extration from that log in a key that that
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partiipant ontrols. The partiipants, signing n-of-n, an issue (via the on-

trolling smartard) erti�ates that authorize or otherwise enable the deal to

be e�eted on, say, multiple exhanges. When it is time for the orporation

to ease existene, the ontrolling smartard is destroyed thereby ensuring

that the faility of its private key dies and, with it, the virtual orporation.

This is a powerful onstrut.

19. Eletive privay: An individual an share a 2-of-2 quorum with any entity

who holds private data on that individual (we'll all it a repository). When

the individual wishes to grant another third party aess to the individual's

own private data in the repository, the owner drafts a erti�ate authoriz-

ing the third party aess to the individual's data. That erti�ate an be

inherently use-one inasmuh as the data repository front-end must sign it

upon presentment by the third party before the bak-end would honor it

but either the front or bak ends ould retain it for heking against reuse

in a spirit muh like the way in whih an o�-line digital oin is retained by

(one presented to) a learing bank as a hek against double spending. The

management of digital rights in general is an extension of this thread.

20. Liensure: A key neessary to use a resoure is split between grantor and

grantee. When the grantee wants to use the resoure, the grantor's half-

signed erti�ate must be ompleted by the grantee using, presumably, a

key half that was issued to the grantee enrypted in the grantee's publi key.

Of ourse, the grantee may have shared his half of the quorum with another,

but that would now be traeable at least as far as the grantee. The atual

holder of the liensed material, whih ould well be a third party information

warehouse, would aept suh erti�ates only when fully signed, of ourse.

This is preferable to a simple liense in that it would require the smartard

of the grantee to be present in order for the resoure to be used espeially if

the grantor were to preset its half of the split key to a �xed omputation on

the publi key of the grantee, i.e., if the 2-of-2 quorum had one share �xed

in advane by a omputation against the publi key orresponding to the

grantee's smartard and returned the other share enrypted in that publi

key. An extension should smartards be manufatured with a devie key pair

burned-in seems obvious.

21. Trial period / promotion: An authority an be granted �rst requiring

ountersignature, i.e., as a 2-of-2 split, but, after favorable performane,

the apprentie might be made a journeyman by providing the other half

so that the now ennobled individual had a whole key rather than a mere

fragment. This an be extended, of ourse, suh that the promotion ould be

from "must seek two approvers" to "must seek one other approver" to "an

approve on own authority."

22. Smartard appliation loading: Split a key 2-of-2 and put one fragment

and the publi half on the smartard at the time of manufature. When the

holder of the other fragment wishes to put something onto the ard, he would

partially sign in his fragment and send it to the smartard. Upon reeipt,

the smartard would �nish the signature and on�rm it with the publi

key (providing both an authentiity hek on the sender and an integrity

hek on data). This beats a onventional signature inasmuh as another

listener not party to publi key embedded in the smartard ould not on�rm

the signature nor atually �gure out muh about how it was onstruted.

Substitute "enrypt" for "sign" as appropriate.

23. Re-keyed ipher without reeiver re-key: In some situations, where

the iphertext stream of a message is the result of enrypting with a rolling

member of a 2-of-n quorum, the reipient would have to omplete the en-
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ryption (so to speak) before he ould do the deryption, assuming that he

had been passed one member of the quorum and a orresponding publi key.

This beats both embedding a series of data enrypting keys (DEKs) within

the message as well as the independent transmission of suh a DEK series

inasmuh as the reipient would have only one, oddly arranged, deryption

proess without re-keying, yet the message stream itself would be enrypted

with as many keys as the sender desired. (The reipient may be a small de-

vie and the rolling of fragments at the sender an be viewed as re-keying

whih is done by the server only).

24. Suiide revoation: A subsriber rafts a suiide note of the form "My key

is ompromised, revoke your trust in it now," partially signs it with a 2-of-2

split of that very key's private half, and distributes this suiide note widely

enough that it is too dispersed to squelh at the moment of need. When that

time of need arrives, send the other fragment signed in the erti�ate's full

private key half to all repositories whih might have the ability to proess

the suiide note, inluding by broadast (promisuous) means. Any reipient

holding the suiide note an omplete the signature proving validity of the

need to revoke. Note that this does not require a �xed point of revoation

servie though one might be handy. Note also that there is no need for a revo-

ation servie signature to make the revoation valid though that, too, may

be handy. This suiide note beomes the primary evidene rather than the

revoation servie's signature whih mitigates high-availability requirements

on the revoation servie and also handles the partiularly thorny problem

of a subsriber whose publi key half is embedded in erti�ates issued by

a multipliity of disparate, non-ommuniating CAs. Were the subsriber to

have suÆient trust in an assoiate, that assoiate ould be entrusted with

the ompletion (seond) fragment so that even the inability of the subsriber

to raft the emergeny noti�ation ould be handled by these same simple

means. Finally note that beause the suiide note is invalid until its signa-

ture is ompleted, theft of the note does not reate a denial of servie risk

for the subsriber, i.e, no attaker an send the subsriber's suiide note for

him.

3 Business Analysis

While market analysis is often done when ryptographi tehnology is brought

to market, it is rarely published. We next analyze the potential market of thresh-

old systems and possible market penetration senarios, based on the ideas and

appliations suggested herein.

As best as we an now haraterize it, the quorumed splitting of keys reates

a primitive boolean logi that is ryptographially enforeable. Spei�ally, a

simple key split is an "AND" operation on the key fragments inasmuh as all of

them are neessary and the negation (unavailability) of any one bloks the e�et

of all the others. In similar vein, quorumed key splits form an "OR" operation

inasmuh as when, for an m-of-n split, m-1 have made their ontributions any of

the remaining n-m are in alternation. Sine the presene of an AND and an OR

operation generates a boolean logi, it seems fair to haraterize what we have

here as a fundamental ryptographi logi as in \(generalized) seret sharing

sheme" but applied to apabilities. The above is not the only way to generate

the logi and for example an AND-OR tree of apability an be generated.

Also, apabilities an be expressed by a ombination of threshold ryptographi

sheme (impliit sharing) and delegation via expliit erti�ates enabling new

apabilities [21℄.
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This key splitting tehnology seems optimal for multi-hand protools where it

is essential that no intermediate results are valid (or misusable) in and of them-

selves. They inlude problems of delegation, aountability, and the binding of

arbitrary olletions of ounterparties into sharply demaratable virtual orpo-

rations. We would argue that the only boundaries that apply in an eletroni

world are ryptographi ones, i.e., that geography is replaed by ryptography

as how one desribes what is inside and what is outside some given boundary (of

ourse, we do not dispute that national boarders, language boarders and other

suh speedbumps an be and will be introdued in yberspae, but they are quite

arti�ial against the apabilities of information tehnology whereas ryptogra-

phy is not!). The above protools give a muh riher voabulary to "What does

this signature atually mean?" This is a key-entri view of the world, rather

than a name-entri one.

3.1 Threshold Cryptography Market Penetration Analysis

Let us now disuss the development and business impliations of the thesis we

are investigating (we note that this is rarely done in ryptographi tehnology

papers, but is quite proper in a paper like ours). The more we ponder the ideas

above the more we are onvined of the versatility of key splitting at the user

level. We think that key splitting inherently models ativities of joint ation

muh more prosai than the high end uses that motivated their invention. These

ativities have to be modeled and presented to the user in an intuitive and easy

to grasp logi, as part of the user interfae. If there is to be any real use of

these ideas, a ompany that would make money from them must be foused on

solving small eonomi problems on the ost side of the ustomer's ledger rather

than being entraned by the generality of the ideas however muh that may

be ompelling. What, then, might be suh appliations? The question is what

ombination of our list of appliations make a nuleus of a produt line { one

that an yield an early deliverable and an be built upon for additional produts.

Here are four/�ve alternatives; not neessarily optimal, not neessarily omplete

and not neessarily in order by money-making potential. They are:

(0) Split key ryptographi toolkit

(1) Personal CA and ountersignature pakage

(2) Virtual orporation as failitator for new trading paradigm

(3) Software liensing for metered use

(4) Data reovery form of key esrow

Let us review these appliation areas:

(0) Split key ryptographi toolkit A toolkit for split key ryptography in

and of itself is (almost) a byprodut of developing ultra-high assurane applia-

tions suh as root ertifying authorities. The target ustomers might be builders

of smartard operating systems, builders of high assurane systems in general,

payment systems integrators and other �nanial proessors, aess ontrol sys-

tems and government integrators. Thinking like Mahiavelli, one would want

either to make money o� this or, if not, at least make sure that no one else

ould make any money either (a good quality referene implementation for free,

say). If it is to be a free-standing business, the toolkit would have to be a money

maker, per se. A team that supplies a stritly for-pro�t toolkit would have regu-

lar onit between (a) minimizing the separation between the urrent rev of the

produt and the state-of-the-art versus (b) maximizing the quality and margin

of the urrent rev. If the priniple aim of the endeavor is to get split-key ideas

adopted then giving them away gains in attrativeness.
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(1) Personal CA and ountersignature pakage. The diret appliation

most likely to be immediately useful, assuming the ability to issue a erti�ate

from a personal (possibly smartard-based) CA holding a terminal key fragment,

is the grouping of ountersignature, notarization, authorization and delegation.

Being able to ontrol a subordinate's ability to use his superior oÆer's authority

would add value to the role of the subordinate while preventing misuse of the

superior oÆer's authority, as the example of handing a budget for approval up

to the titular holder of the signatory key has shown. Delegating the ability to

respond to e-mail seems easy to explain to nearly anyone and there are many ex-

amples in real life where the formal status of one individual, a liensed arhitet,

say, is used as a over for many others to do their work only to be signed with

the liensed arhitet's stamp. Delegating power to seretarial sta� is another

onern in organizations. A �rst fous, then, would be a personal (assumedly

smartard-resident) funtion that ould unwrap and sequester a key fragment

just as surely as several of today's ards an reate a key pair within a fun-

damental guarantee that the freshly reated private fragment never leaves the

ard. One this is available, the only requirement would be the lient funtional-

ity (assumedly in the form of browser applets). The rest, i.e., the sign-by-degrees

software base, is already in plae within a number of high-assurane appliation

ode-bases albeit without the �nishing touhes a mass distribution fous would

require. Should the split-key toolkit materialize as a produt, sub-liensable a-

ess to it would be the only raw material needed. The business would be to sell

a referene implementation to smartard vendors (with the fall bak of at least

enouraging a onsisteny of interfae via open soure methods), to sell applets

to end-users (hard to do), and to sell both to groupware suppliers (subjet to

strongly organized prior intelletual property protetion within the very small

number of viable groupware �rms). It is probable that partiipation in standards

proesses would be essential but, as always, the tradeo� is between making a

standard and negotiating one.

(2) Virtual orporation as failitator for new trading paradigm. Looking

to that part of the �nanial world where tehnology is a weapon and new ways

to pakage risk are how one takes large quantities of money from the market,

bridging deals aross exhanges via a virtual orporation is surely the most

attrative. Or, more preisely, if you expet to permit single deals to bridge

publi exhanges, you will need the building bloks of a virtual orporation, along

with VPNs and hooks into exeution systems, to do so. Extending, in e�et, the

\key-entri" shool of PKI thought, reating a key and then splitting it amongst

ounterparties is preisely the at of reating a virtual orporation. Where suh

a orporation is single purpose, unrolling a large and omplex position while

maintaining hedges in multiple markets say, subsequently destroying the private

key half destroys the virtual orporation's ability to raft new signatures yet, by

not destroying the publi half you preserve the ability of anyone to verify those

signatures going forward in time partiularly if order exeution inludes a self-

signed instane of that publi key. A partner in trading systems support would

likely be essential to market suess inasmuh as the exhange that an leverage

its bak-end systems to provide learane, et., to bridged, virtual orporation

transations is the exhange that will make other exhanges seondary to it.

The business here is to build, on behalf of an exhange, the tools they would

need to make this possible, i.e, there does not appear to be a onsumer play

here. Further thought will be required as to the day trader espeially around

trust and learane issues. If those ould be �nessed, there would be no need to

involve existing exhanges though the barriers to entry would be overwhelming
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should the exhanges deide to embrae the tehnology while themselves having

a piee of the ation.

(3) Software liensing for metered use The model of buying software up-

grades at periodi intervals and installing them is under some pressure; some-

thing a reent artile in the Wall Street Journal alled "upgrade fatigue." Of

ourse, some perentage of eah upgrade is atually neessary to repair past sins

(espeially those related to seurity), but the steady appearane of new features

�nesses the publi disussion that would otherwise ensue as to why they have to

pay to have a defet repaired. A universal lient (the browser), mobile ode in the

form of applets and a work fore that olletively expets loation independent

omputing press hard on the �xed-ost model that orporate IT investing in

per-seat software upgrades represents. If software were rented/metered it ould

be heaper in the large, but budget oÆers prefer �xed prie purhases over

metered purhases beause they favor preditability over lowest possible prie.

If software were universally available but only aessible to the holder of the ap-

propriate liense, software management would be muh heaper (no tailoring of

the desktop needed) while, at the same time, permitting �xed prie or metered

use to be independently negotiated beyond the issue of who has legitimate a-

ess. Liensing to a known individual holding a known smartard is probably the

leanest answer and has the useful property that the individual ould not give

away the liense without giving away his personal identity. From the individual's

point of view, that makes a networked omputer in a strange loation a useful

devie inasmuh as the suite of available software would be exatly equivalent

to the suite of liense fragments on the smartard inserted into it. The business

here would be a liense granting engine that is a key-fragment mahine, good

hooks to on-line transation systems, some way to reuse (o-opt) existing liense

servies if any suh opportunities exist, and the tools to reast this as a speies

of delegation suh that sub-liense ould also be fatored into this mehanism.

Barriers to entry would depend on whether the threshold-rypto toolkit were

eonomially reverse-engineer-able (sine a losed system need not tell how it

does what it does) and the by-now standard pair of relationships and IP prote-

tions. Suh a model may reeive a boost if liability laims against software aws

begin to stik suh that the vendor itself would prefer a model of the ustomer

renting the latest, best version rather than ontinuing to rely on an out-of-date

and inseure one.

(4) Data reovery form of key esrow. Finally, the argument that data

reovery an be provided without the side e�et of enabling surveillane is quite

attrative even if for orporations that issue keys (rather than allowing the user

to ompute them freshly and in private) there is no way to avoid the surveillane

threat entirely. Split-key-based data reovery would enable ryptographi �lesys-

tems to be more widely deployed and make them operable by the average idiot

("this plasti ard is the key and you just put in that keyhole there, just like a

hotel room door"). This option has at least the virtue of lazy rollout and no PKI

or revoation problem worth talking about. It also means that a standardization

of enryption strength and pervasiveness ould be done with a single meha-

nism, i.e., a multi-funtion exuse for smartard rollout. The business would be

the key fragmentation gear, the smartard interfae and the integration with a

ryptographi �lesystem, all under intelletual property protetions. Making the

orporate esrow box pretty resistant would be essential and that might well

be the only sine qua non of selling suh a simple idea without fear of immedi-

ate preemption by the platform vendors and/or OS vendors. The ryptographi

�lesystems of today are used by the tehnologially apable more than they are

by the slaves of poliy, but we an hange that. Ordinary people might be in-
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terested in this sort of thing for their own purposes ("When I die, Aunt Agnes

and my lawyer will be able to open my will"). The general publi already has

one working example of split key tehnology in the form of their safety deposit

box and the two-key requirement it embodies.

The level of e�ort to do any of the above alternatives does not seem daunting

assuming that a threshold ryptography toolkit [1℄ is available and that the

smartards/devies beome e�etively standardized. To the extent that all legay

appliations are oming to have Web front ends, the expression of authorization

in the form of role-identity erti�ates means that the Web infrastruture of a

orporation an be used as is. Basi logi whih expresses delegation rules, has to

be inorporated as a basi intuitive user interfae layer. The ability to work with

a number of di�erent styles of ryptography is eventually neessary, of ourse,

but the most ruial strategi point is to have something the ustomer an start

with at low ommitment ost yet whih an be upgraded substantially.

4 Conlusion

Splitting keys is undeniably useful for proteting ryptographi apabilities and

inreasing their availability. Nevertheless, we now onlude the the main advan-

tage is to deouple from group ations any synhrony onstraint yet without

produing any intermediate validity (namely atomi distributed operation by a

ryptographi servie/apability). An inompletely proessed split-key signature

has no validity and leaks no information about the m or the n. By ontrast, full

doument signatures serially applied (aka multi-signing [3℄) reate intermediate

results that are prima faie valid, whih are obviously oordinated and whih

annot be made anonymous with respet to what members of the quorum signed.

We think that deferring all validity to the atomi moment of signature omple-

tion is a very useful building blok independent of its anti-fraud appliation in

high assurane systems inasmuh as partial signature leaks no information yet

retains integrity protetion. We think that to whom an authority is delegated

an often be as muh a matter of privay as it is a matter of onveniene { a

rare juxtaposition. We suspet that the appliation spae of these ideas is muh

greater than we might now realize. There seems to be a lot here.
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